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Data aggregation vs Data Integration
By aggregation, we mean collecting data from disparate sources into a single
location (for example a web page) while still keeping the individual data sets
separate. For example, a single web page might show various aspects of a single
gene in separate windows/frames: gene structure in a browser, small RNA data in
the form presented by the Delaware MPSS site (http://mpss.udel.edu/at_sbs/),
protein interactions in a Cytoscape viewer and co-expression data in another
window in tab-delimited format.
By integration we mean the ability to visualize or perform queries across data
sets. For example, in a single browser instance, we could display gold standard
annotation from the AIP-central DB, epigenomic attributes from SIGNAL, small
RNA data from Delaware and expression data from one of several sources.
Similarly a user could construct a query across independently collected
expression, co-expression and interaction datasets to show the co-expression
and interacting partners for gene(s) having maximal expression under a certain
set of conditions.

Implementation of the AIP as Proposed to NSF

Gold standard annotation and related issues
We will instantiate an improved
version of the Community Annotation
Portal originally developed for the rice
genome currently in use in JCVI’s
Medicago project.

We will migrate the TAIR legacy
data into an open source schema,
either Chado or Ensembl.
(This will be subcontracted to the Carnegie Group)

The same schema can be used to
house annotation of additional
strains or species.

TAIR in its entirety is being
virtualized and moved to iPlant
where it will persist for several years

Stock Center is not part of our plan:
left to Sean May and Erich Grotewold

Curation of Col-0 annotation as well as annotation of
new genomes as appropriate will be carried out at
JCVI. In addition to our existing suite of tools we may
deploy the latest version of MAKER which has recently
been tune for Arabidopsis and represents a relatively
slick and well-integrated pipeline.

Although web services were proposed as a solution to data integration there
are actually very few currently available services providing Arabidopsis data.

Botany Array Resource
This is one of the best
examples of what is needed

As a reminder: Web pages and web services are two different beasts
Our previous experience with BioMoby showed that people were generally unmotivated to go beyond web
sites that display data and to specifically develop web services to provide their data to the community.

How do Web Services differ from Web Pages?
Web Pages

Web Services

You need to find the relevant web pages
and find out what they do

Providers register their service and define
inputs and outputs.
e.g. AGI locus -> cDNA sequence
cDNA sequence -> best blast hit

You query each page separately and
copy/save the data off the page.

Each service returns the data expected in
a defined format

To retrieve the same kind of data from
several sources requires visiting each
location and collecting and collating the
data

From an “aggregator” page a single query
will retrieve and display data from several
locations

To execute a series of actions, you visit a
set of web sites sequentially, retrieving
data from one and using it to query the
next page.
Input query, copy output, process/reformat
Input next query, etc.

Because each service has a precisely
defined input and output, you can create
workflows where the output from one
service is automatically sent to the next
service until the final, desired output is
achieved.

The AIP Web Services Strategy

• The paucity of extant web services for Data is compensated by the ability of
InterMine to consolidate and serve up structured biological data
• iPlant Agave web service layer is also extensible and provides support for
data storage, transformation and analysis
• Third party web services developed by Community Module Providers add
even more Data or Analysis capability
• Common SOP (REST, Data ontologies, Shared semantics, etc.) allows
interoperation
• Users never see the technical reality of multiple service streams
Objectives: 1) Leverage extant agency investments. 2) Foster a distributed
development and resourcing model. 3) Ensure immediate* functionality

iPlant handles the heavy lifting

Can migrate to or add
additional SaaS, PaaS, and
MaaS platforms as needed

• AIP is primarily focused on discovery and
retrieval of data – it is essentially a data
integration portal with additional functionality
as needed
• iPlant is a continuing investment of NSF (and
perhaps other agencies in the future) that
provides physical resources, a services layer,
and an analytical environment
• Computing and large-scale data hosting
services will be provided by iPlant behind the
scenes
• BLAST and other algorithms
• Bulk file storage (TAIR FTP)
• Primary and derived data will flow to and
from iPlant environments seamlessly
• Standardized operating procedure
• Common GUI development practices
• Shared authentication

Data Integration Phase I
We will deploy a project-specific instance of InterMine to integrate
various datatypes using AGI identifiers as the common token.

Collect large data sets from
various sources including
genomic, expression,
proteomic, interaction, etc.
Load into database using
appropriate parsers: GFF3,
FASTA,GO, Psi, Chado …
Object-relational model
automatically merges/links
data based upon common
identifiers permitting cross
data-type queries.
Database is rebuilt/reindexed periodically.

Now has an estimated 100 person-years of development. Adopted by many model organism databases
including yeast, mouse, rat, zebrafish, nematode. Current development to integrate across these species
funded by NHGRI

QueryBuilder  Template searches

Lists…

InterMine web services can provide data to drive your own apps
or populate your web pages

Use cases

External Data Sources and Modules
Data is data and will require pro-active assimilation by AIP personnel.
Modules developed by external providers will not only possess data but
also deliver it in agreed formats via web services so that it can be directly
accessed through the AIP.
The proposal lists a number of data types and their possible sources:
Transcriptome-Expression Level

BAR, NASCarrays, GeneVestigator

Transcriptome- Gene structure and alt. splicing

Loraine/Provart

Protein-protein interactions

BAR’s Interactome db

Protein-DNA interactions

IntAct; AGRIS

Proteomics

MASCP-gator group

Metabolomics

Weckworth/gator group

Epigenomics

Either directly from SIGNAL or via EPIC

Comparative Genomics – Arabidopsis

Work closely with 1001 Genomes

Comparative Genomics - other species

Gramene, Phytozome, InterMod, BMAP

Phenomics

Phenotype RCN

Arabidopsis data from RIKEN

First steps into semantic web ??

User Guided Design and Testing

Web design: we will recruit an experienced web designer and make use of
Google Analytics data from TAIR to assist in the design process.
User Guided Design and Testing:
We will recruit a user group (6-10 people: grad students, post-docs,
faculty) from the local Arabidopsis community (~20 research groups within
easy driving distance). The group will be invited to JCVI early during the
design phase to explore how they currently acquire Arabidopsis
information from TAIR or elsewhere and what kinds of additions or
improvements they might like. They will also be given access to prerelease versions of the portal for testing and feedback. A modest
honorarium will be provided as an incentive. The SAB will also be asked
to explore pre-release versions of the portal and provide feedback.

Cloud BioLinux Virtual Machine technology leveraged for AIP
implementation: portability and long-term support
AIP will become increasingly invested in
and operate upon Virtual Machines (VMs)



VM

preserve exact replicas of the AIP portal,
web services, and databases in VMs


VM: full-featured compute server, in the
form of a single, downloadable binary file



easily migrate AIP components to new
hardware or even new sites


re-instantiate AIP on Amazon, private cloud,
or desktop computer



Krampis K. et al. “Cloud BioLinux: Pre-configured and On-demand Bioinformatics Computing for the Genomics
Community” (2012) BMC Bioinformatics 13:42 - www.cloudbiolinux.org

Cloud

Cross-platform AIP interface app / widget development

• AIP user interface
data widgets
developed using
Google Web
Toolkit: Java
compiled to highly
optimized
Javascript

• Multiple phonetablet platforms:
Android, iOS,
Windows etc.
Adapted from: Google / Nitobi / Adobe /
Apache Software Foundation
http://phonegap.com/

Community input and oversight of the AIP
Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) will provide key AIP oversight and:
– Direct, guide and shape future activities
– Help to encourage compliance with standards set by the AIP
– Liaise with funding agencies
– Point of contact with the community/contributors
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